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Due to an advance of modern nano-technological developments to the
micro-world frontiers in the last few years, practical interest grows in
passing the details of processes at a quantum-mechanical level. Intensive
experimental and theoretical developments are carried out around the
principles of quantum mechanics. New quantum and near-quantum ef-
fects (sub-wave structures, wave function collapses, fractal nature of non-
classical light [1]) and old ones (Sokolov's effect and others) are learned
and discussed anew. At the same time, the methodical grounds of theo-
ries' construction have become clear for phenomena description at micro-
and macro- levels [2]. The precipice dividing micro- and macro- physics
is proposed to be filled with the creation of mesophysics [3]. One more
precipice (by five degrees) between the atomic and nuclear levels of matter
organization has also to be filled out. The bridge between a nucleon bank
and macro-world can be thrown over by the presentations and methods
of synergetics [4],

The progress of synergetics and the style of scientific thought grafted
by it force us to pass from investigation of separate interactions and
phenomena in this or that medium (dissipative, active and others) to
revealing the whole set of processes which characterize this medium. By
the totality of features revealed in scattering processes, the hadron can
be certainly assigned to active dissipative media with constituents' strong
intermixing. Theories of such media have sufficiently been developed in
macro-physics (see Review [5], for example). But in hadrodynamics, we
encounter a specific situation, namely: restricted dimensions of medium,
remoteness of the process running from the place of observation, the
impossibility to trace directly the space-time evolution of hadrons during
the interaction and so on. This specificity poses in front of us several
additional problems noted below.

We have verified earlier [4] that for obtaining a general picture of
interaction over a wide energy range in the theoretical analysis of hh,
hA and AA interactions, one can apply the methods: of nonlinear optics



(coherent and incoherent states of scattering, for example), of the Theory
of Dynamic Systems (TDS) (the point-mapping method [6], a bifurcation
space-time development of non-equilibrium states [7] etc.), of the general
(i.e., non-linear) theory of dissipative media (warm "inertia" and regimes
with peaking) and of the theory of dispersed media and systems. The
motivation and the basis for using these methods are a quasi-classical
approximation (like in quantum electronics) and the invariance of the
main used variable, the number of particles produced in a reaction [6].
The first one means that we work far from the region where quantum
effects are significant, the second permits relativistic complications to be
avoided.

We have also been convinced that the application of the conception
of hadron constituents' motion to soft processes is useful and fruitful [4].
One can assign the experimentally observable signs of this motion to the
following effects. They are: known breaks of the differential cross section
da/dt - analogs of combinational scattering, circle events - analogs of
forced combinational scattering, the stochastization of a multiple parti-
cle production mechanism, a general character of changing production
elementary act global characteristics (of the "from diffraction to chaos"
type) over a wide energy range.

Thus, a principally new presentation of hadron soft scattering arises
where the main tool used to describe the hadron dynamic structure is the
tensor of polarizability but not its form factor. The forming Non-Linear
System-Dynamic conception [4, 6, 7] associates in a natural manner the
whole phenomenology of soft interactions and TDS basic principles, pre-
sentations and methods for different media. It can be a good basis for
the development of strong interaction theory in the non-linear sector.

The other, Probabilistic Evolutionary Non-Euclidean one [8], associates
Lobachevsky geometry as a theory of invariants of the motion group C
and the group-theoretical non-Euclidean phenomenology of multiparticle
reactions, and synthesizes multidimensional statistics and TDS princi-
ples with the known Lobachevsky Velocity Space (LVS) method [9]. It
can be the basis of the Non-Euclidean Absolute approach for successive
solving the First and Second fundamental reverse problems of High En-



ergy Physics (HEP) [8] in its Lobachevsky-Euclidean internal geometry.
This approach, arising methodologically from H.Poincare [10, 11] and
I.Prigogine [12], is a new one for HEP. Collided initial particles and all
newly produced excited physical objects are considered as open compli-
cated quark-gluon dynamic subsystems which are temporarily joint into
a compound, closed, strongly dissipative, rapidly evolving, nonequilib-
rium system. They continuously interchange energy-momentum, angular
momentum etc. during the interaction.

To investigate rapid phenomena, we use here a new Absolute Method
(AM) which realizes the Absolute content of the known Minkowsky Ab-
solute World Principle, (Postulate) in modern HEP. The AM allows one
to consider the relations of reaction products independently of any refer-
ence systems, i.e. absolutely. It complements well the commonly adopted
Relativistic Method (RM) which dominates now. But just the AM is
completely adequate to an extreme complexity of the discussed Hadroii
Strongly Dissipative Dynamic: System (HSDDS) with unknown interac-
tion laws and a space-time structure of its open q\iasi-stable subsystems
- hadrons and of their much more stable quark components.

Our two AM branches, from four to five kinematically possible ones,
are methodically independent and mutually complementary ones. The
first non-linear I.Kuchin branch (see above) is absolute in the part whore
the main kinematically 0-dimensional variable is used to investigate the
HSDDS behaviour [6] by the Poincare point-mapping method [10].

For the transition to absolute kinematics and dynamics, we use the
known scalar (i.e., kinematically 1-dimensional) Baldiu significant vari-
able bik = -(Auik)2 = 2(chrik — 1) = (2shrf)2 («,• are particle 4-velocities
and r,- their rapidities) and his "without-coordinate" (and thus abso-
lute) method [13]. They nonseparably connect pseudo-Euclidean spans
\Auik\ = 2sh^ with corresponding non-Euclidean arks /-,<. of the unit
pseudo-sphere |u| = 1 (with constant curvature imaginary radius ic where
c is the light speed). The latter is exactly the LVS L* which points u,
(the ends of «,- on the pseudo-sphere) represent the states of rcct.ilinca.r
uniform motion. The module nt of a geodetic directed intercept JTiTiJ.
in Li is rapidity, the simplest, additive measure of a relative motion of



hadrons with the absolute states of motion a^ajt-
The consequence from the known Shirkov hypothesis [14] is also signif-

icant in a state of sequential (step by step, i.e., evolutionary) degradation
of all excited HEP bodies (resonances with masses up to 2.5 -f- SGeV/c2,
for example). It is the key guiding idea to realize the known Poincare
thought [11] of the possibility, in principle, "to make at wish ... the
imaginable bodies of non-Euclidean geometry" in HEP only in the last,
kinematically 4-dimensional E.Bubelev AM branch [8].

Here, multidimensional Poincare Imaginable Statistical Bodies (PISBs)
[8, 15] represent / final state footprints in the LVS L3 for the transmuta-
tion of two initial hadrons —i = —1, —2 and for the creation of k = /—2 >
0 excited hadrons due to their interaction: /i_i + /i_2 —• H* + H^ + k • Hj.
Their rest masses m_, j are an absolute measure of hadron internal motion
(ifii - of their action) which rapidly evolve: rri-1^2 —> M*{T) —» M*2,
E; ifi{ —> m*j(T) —*• E*=1MJ for an eigen time r < 10~23s. It is not so small
in hadronic time adequate units "poincare" lpr = 1/m/c = (l/3)-10~23.s,
to be always c = Ifm/lpr = 1. This rapid hadron evolution for r ~ lpr
is obvious in the Lobachevsky-Euclidean internal geometry L3 ® m of the
experimental HEP results. It can be made visual using different plain
Euclidean LVS maps [8, 15] and even evolution animation on these maps.

PISBs themselves and their probability distribution in the LVS should
be an Absolute content of modern HEP. They would contain the total in-
variant (respective to the Lobachevsky motion group JC in LVS, truly abso-
lute) information on the kinematics and dynamics of successive degrada-
tion and on quick production for any multiparticle decayed HEP objects,
respectively. It can and must be extracted by powerful anew created
probabilistic Pattern Recognition methods in L3 from multidimensional
experimental data on any reactions at any energies.

To begin the PISB "construction" and primary heuristic investigation
of their structure, the most complete and precise kinematical information
on all the products of multiparticle reactions is necessary (obtained using
hydrogen bubble chambers, for example). Because of a real threat to
lose the majority of such data within the ensuing few years, which is still
available now, and of the total non-Euclidean and System-Dynamic illit-



eracy of HEP physicists, the idea of special research and informational-
educational "Lobachevsky-Poincare Programme" (LPP) in modern HEP
has been proposed recently [8].

Its primary methodological, theoretical and statistical problems are
the following.

For the System-Dynamic non-linear branch:

* Revealing the role of internal quantum numbers with rotation mo-
mentum group structure (spin, isotopic spin etc.) in the formation of
constituents' finite motion and stability (or quasi-stability) of the hadron
as a dynamic system of quarks (open during interaction). And also,
the probing of extremely localized (< 1/ra) non-linear dynamic systems
(hadrons) by shortening waves with the development of instability of con-
stituents' confinement.

* Revealing dynamic homologies: investigation of the real sense of the
existence of a number of parallels between hadron mutual scattering and
light scattering in media with moving components (at different motion
intensity); succession of regular (coherent) processes, medium patterns
and irregular, chaotic ones with growing energy-momentum transfer.

* Revealing the nature and peculiarities of a definite combination
("budstrap") of regular, quasi-linear dynamics and of irregular, non-linear
one in the strong interaction asymptotics which is governed by essentially
"regular" relations of the unitarity, analyticity etc. type.

* Proving the applicability of classical and semi-classical methods for
multiple particle production (many-body interaction aspect) including
the description problem of a dynamic evolution of HSDDS in the pulse
absolute representation without time and space coordinates.

For the Evolutionary non-Euclidean branch:

* The primest Problem of non-Euclidean Education of HEP physicists
in terms of: Lobachevsky motion and symmetry group C in L%, exper-
imental HEP internal Lobachevsky-Euclidean Geometry L$ (g> m, LVS
method and Lobachevsky ^-invariant, factually absolute, PISBs' multi-
dimensional statistics in the LVS.



* The interpretation of all HEP results irrespective of any reference
frames in terms of their PISBs with their basic unit - Shirkov's cascade
decay repeating step [14] M* —y M*_{ + mj presented in the LVS by a
pair of concentric spherical layers for M*_{ and mj allotted by the M*
decay probability densities. The total investigation of PISBs absolute
symmetries and non-Euclidean alignment in L%.

* Probabilistic Recognition of "Poincare Imaginary Statistical Bod-
ies" - absolute statistical patterns for all HEP excited objects and of
their absolute production dynamics in L3. For these purposes, the cre-
ation of the non-Euclidean (i.e. absolute) Trinity: Lobachevsky-invariant
"Data Bank", "Bank of Knowledge" and "Artificial Intelligence", i.e. a
computer ^-invariant (geometrically absolute) pattern probabilistic rec-
ognizer.

* Heuristic revealing footprints in the LVS for intermediate steps of
hadron evolution during the interaction process as the hierarchy of exper-
imentally measurable special subgroup invariants of the group C for all
HEP excited objects: Shirkov-like hierarchy of spherical layers for hadron
cascade degradation etc..

* Exploration (according to the I. Prigogine ideas of self-organization)
of micro-particles' complexity by means of a detailed investigation of a&-
solute multidimensional statistical footprints in the LVS of colliding par-
ticles' evolution in the Poincare-Minkowsky world M4 during the process
of their interaction.

Finally we remark that the creation of mesophysics — the transient
discipline between micro- and macro- physics is urgent nowadays. This is
the problem of the XXI century. Our System-Dynamic Approach is just
the realization of this tendency. We would like our works to be considered
exactly in this context.
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Bubelev E.G., Kuchin LA. D2-98-62
The System-Dynamic and Evolutionary Non-Euclidean Approach
and the «Lobachevsky-Poincare Programme» Idea for Its Successive
Realization in High Energy Physics

The necessity of creating mesophysics is motivated on the basis of a general
likeness of the description of many phenomena and processes in micro- and
macroworld. For a general and detailed investigation of the former in modern high
energy physics (HEP), the Absolute (arising from Minkovsky and irrespective of
any reference system) universal approach is used. Its two conceptually new branches
are non-linear system-dynamic and non-Euclidean evolutionary ones. They are
complementary ones and completely adequate to an extreme complexity of directly
unobservable HEP objects. Some primary problems of them are briefly made clear
on the basis of synergetics principles and HEP's internal Lobachevsky-Euclidean
geometry. They are noted as the primary content of the Lobachevsky-Poincare
Programme (LPP) which idea has been proposed recently for their successive
solution.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR.
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Системно-динамический и эволюционный неевклидов подход
и идея «Программы Лобачевский—Пуанкаре»
для его последовательной реализации в физике высоких энергий

Необходимость создания мезофизики обосновывается общим сходством
описания многих явлений и процессов в микро- и макромире. Для общего и
детального изучения первых в современной физике высоких энергий (ФВЭ)
используется универсальный абсолютный подход (восходящий к Минковскому
и не зависящий от каких-либо систем отсчета). Две его концептуально новые
ветви — это нелинейная, системно-динамическая и неевклидова, эволюционная.
Они взаимно дополняют друг друга и полностью адекватны чрезвычайной
сложности объектов физики высоких энергий, не наблюдаемых непосредствен-
но. Некоторые первоочередные проблемы этих ветвей подхода кратко поясня-
ются на основе принципов синергетики и лобачевско-евклидовой внутренней
геометрии физики высоких энергий. Они отмечаются в качестве первоочеред-
ного содержания «Программы Лобачевский—Пуанкаре» (ПЛП), идея которой
выдвинута недавно для последовательного решения этих проблем.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ.
Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1998
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